The death of Anna Nicole and the rise of the Billion Dollar Baby (http://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-2333657/1billion-dollar-baby-Anna-Nicole-Smiths-year-old-daughter-Dannielynn-finally-late-mothers-fortune-new-ruling-Californian-judge.html), Dannielynn, is a much darker story than the tabloids have let on. There are Nazi connections and mind control techniques at play here and the truth is much stranger than fiction. Who was Dannielynn’s true father and why was Anna Nicole married to a dying Nazi oil tycoon? You will hardly believe the answers but, please, read on...

What do Michael Jackson, Madonna, Britney Spears, and Anna Nicole have in common? All of these celebrity’s shoes are displayed at the Hard Rock Cafe where Anna Nicole died.
Could it be that what we are witnessing in our top pop stars recently is the result of trauma-based mind control? There is a program so grim; its aspects are difficult to talk about. I am referring to Satanic Ritual Abuse. It is widespread and goes to the upper echelons of the world's rulers. Most Americans won't believe that mind control is going on in the "homeland." Well, it is. Many of the rituals and methods employed in the mind control projects are inspired by the ancient mystery schools; blood and sex rituals to their god and goddess. From ancient Babylon to Nazi Germany and on into America, trauma-based mind control has been the modus operandi of the Illuminati.

Join Freeman for a discussion of current events involving Anna Nicole, Britney Spears, Madonna, Walt Disney and much more. Could our top pop stars be mind controlled slaves for the Illuminati. Is Anna Nicole's baby girl an attempt to raise a "moonchild" through an occult ritual? You decide.

Inside the US

Outside the US

There is a program so grim, its aspects are difficult to talk about. I am referring to Satanic Ritual Abuse. It is widespread and goes to the upper echelons of the world's rulers. Most Americans won't believe that mind control is going on in the "homeland." Well, it is. Many of the rituals and methods employed in the mind control projects are inspired by the ancient mystery schools; blood and sex rituals to the god and goddess. From ancient Babylon to Nazi Germany and on into America, trauma-based mind control has been the modus operandi of the Illuminati.

The idea that a butterfly's wings might create tiny changes in the atmosphere that ultimately cause a tornado is called the "Butterfly Effect". The flapping wing represents a small change in the initial condition of the system, which causes a chain of events leading to large-scale phenomena. What unseen trigger set these latest pop star phenomena into motion? The movie "The Butterfly Effect", starring Kabbalist Ashton Kutcher, is a recipe for trauma-based mind-control. Rape, murder and child pornography are just a few of the concepts presented in this AOL Time Warner production. In the film, Ashton's character, Evan, is passed genes from his father that give him the ability to go back in time. The MKUltra mind-control project known as "Monarch" is so named because the Monarch butterfly learns where it was born (its roots) and it passes this knowledge via genetics on to its offspring. The Monarch program is based upon Illuminati and Nazi goals to create a master race in part through genetics...it is important that parents be found that can pass the correct knowledge onto those victims selected for the Monarch mind-control.

The Illuminati Formula Used To Create An Undetectable Total Mind Controlled Slave

Release the Stars! - Russell Brand and Katy Perry Divorced by the Devil
Child prostitute rings, human slavery, and bloody ritual sacrifice are used everyday by those in power. Few have escaped the grasp of this dark force to bring forth this knowledge; the Mother Goddesses themselves, Cathy O'Brien (http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WaX1hqGgK4U) and Arizona Wilder (http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Byw4XRSnIAc) are two made popular through the works of Fritz Springmeier (http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X_DCymgvCeE), Cisco Wheeler and David Icke (http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L-HWAPmGvR8). They tell us that, most victims of Monarch come from broken homes that usually involves sexual abuse. The Illuminati seek parents that are pedophiles. They want fathers that will abuse baby girls. The handlers program the children with the expectation that they will be "thrown from the freedom train" when they get to age 30. They own you, and when they are done, they kill you. Could our leading stars be part of an Illuminati Satanic Ritual Cult that eats babies for Moloch? The idea is not as far out as it seems. The truth is, this is the more likely reality.

The human race has indeed been hoodwinked.” David Icke Biggest Secret
After checking out of Eric Clapton's Crossroads Centre (named after Robert Johnson's deal with the devil) Britney Spears walked into Esther's Hair Salon and said, "I want my hair shaved off." "While I was talking to her body guard," hair-stylist, Esther Tognozzi said, "she grabbed the buzzer and started buzzing her own hair off...She buzzed off all her own hair and I just cleaned it up when she was done with it." Spears showed little emotion as she chopped off her brunette locks.

After leaving the salon, Spears headed to the Body & Soul tattoo parlor in nearby Sherman Oaks, Calif. She got two tattoos there, a black, white and pink cross on her hip and "cute little lips on her wrist".

When a Body & Soul employee looked at the pop star in disbelief and asked why she shaved her head, Spears said, "I don't want anyone touching me (http://abcnews.go.com/Entertainment/Health/story?id=2885048&page=1). I'm tired of everybody touching me,"

"The hair represents the stylists, the handlers, people who are in control of her life and manage her looks,"

Coincidentally, Britney's first tattoo was of a butterfly with a vine, symbolic of the genealogy of the Monarch(y) program. This was followed by a black pentagram and one of the 72 Kabbalistic Hebrew names of God, which is said to have been misspelled.

Another striking coincidence is that in 1998, a large, sinister child-pornography network called the Wonderland Club, named after the "patron saint of pedophiles" Lewis Carrol, was raided in 22 states and 13 foreign countries; over 200 people were involved. It was reported that over 1250 children had been offered up by their own parents and that the photos and videos showed many who had suffered appalling injuries and were seen sobbing uncontrollably. Most of the children were under 10.

Disney star and "anti-panty" friend of Britney (http://youtube.com/watch?v=LB84A3zcmVo), Lindsay "Al Gore will help me" Lohan checked into the posh Wonderland Center in Los Angeles last month.

When Arizona Wilder wanted to escape her handlers in the Satanic cult, the Mothers of Darkness, where she held the position of ritual Mother Goddess, she cut off her hair and dyed it brown, then defiled her body. The order wants their high slaves to be pristine. Arizona has presided over blood rituals that included personalities such as, the British royal family, George Bush, Henry Kissenger, Hillary Clinton, Rothschilds, Hapsburgs, Bob Hope, and Rupert Murdoch. The Mother Goddess also conducted Satanic ceremonies in France involving Pope John Paul II. Our current Pope, now known as Pope Benedict XVI, was elected on the 116th anniversary of Adolph Hitler's birthday and is none other than former German Nazi Joseph Ratzinger.

Most of the bloodlines of the elite are kept hidden, such as Hitler's connections with the Rothchilds, Bush's connection to Crowley and Walt Disney, the Dark Prince (http://www.thewatcherfiles.com/bloodlines/index.htm). "Uncle" Walt was a bastard child that grew up in an abusing home. Much like Hitler's mother and the Rothchilds, Walt's probable mother, Isabelle, was brought to work at the Disney home as a maid in 1905. Disney became an FBI asset through 33rd degree Freemason, J. Edgar Hoover. Disneyland and Disney World have both been reported as being used in what Springmeier calls "Princess Programing" to create high level sex slaves.
until late afternoon, when he would emerge from the studio's subterranean maze of tunnels, where supposedly he was "chatting with the maintenance engineers" everyday.

Now, what are the odds that three ex-Mouseketeers have made so many high profile symbolic gestures? Behind Disney's good front, seems to lie hard porn, snuff films, white slavery, Illuminati mind-control, and the seduction of several generations into witchcraft. This puts a whole new spin on the essence behind Pinocchio.

Britney had just been at the Grammy's with fellow Mouseketeers, Christina Aguilera, and Justin Timberlake, along with Prince and Madonna. Each of these Mouseketeers have been in a high profile occult ritual; one at the Mtv Awards and one at the Super Bowl.

Top CBS executives approved a musical skit where Janet Jackson would expose her breast during the MTV-produced Super Bowl half-time concert, the DRUDGE REPORT (http://www.drudgereport.com/) has learned.

"The decision to go forward went to the very top of the network," a well-placed source explained from New York. The groundbreaking scene came during the most-watched television broadcast of the year. During half-time at the 2004 Superbowl, Janet Jackson exposed her nipple ring adorned breast with Justin Timberlake. The nipple ring was a sun, made of gold. This is the ancient symbols of the goddess and god. Venus and Mars, Ishtar and Marduk, Inanna and Utu, whichever you choose to call them, the attributes are the same. You will find the goddess bearing her breast, as in Lady Liberty, and the male is worshiped as the Sun and gold is his metal, while silver is the metal of the goddess and she is worshiped as the moon.

Madonna is in reality a mind-controlled slave (http://freemantv.com/occult-symbolism-of-madonna-at-superbowl-halftime/) who has appeared in numerous underground porn and ritual porn movies; including Madonna performing an actual blood sacrifice. During an Arsenio Hall show, Madonna, who as a guest acted dissociative, was picked up by the cameras during the show kissing her Baphomet ring. In the ritual performed at the MTV Awards, Madonna dressed in a Worshipful Master's top hat, raised the two Mouseketeers, Britney and Christina, to their new level within the order with a lesbian wedding sealed with a kiss.

Britney and Christina opened the VMA show dressed like brides singing Madonna's classic hit "Like a Virgin," which then segued into Madonna's new song "HollyWood" (http://thefreemanperspective.blogspot.com/2007/02/from-constitution-to-britney-spears.html#Holly) as Madonna stepped out of the wedding cake wearing a modified tuxedo. What ensued was a drag show of sorts in which Madonna was the "groom" and Britney Spears and Christina Aguilera were the virginal brides, culminating in a french-kiss between Madonna and Britney, and then between Madonna and Christina. During the performance Madonna's dominance was clearly established through the body language and interaction between her and Britney and her and Christina. She frequently put her hands on Britney's and Christina's bodies, both possessively
and intimately—stroking Britney's face, putting her hand on her Britney's hip, putting her face against Christina's thigh as she pulled the garter off Christina's leg. Madonna, Britney, and Christina weren't playing tender, lovesick lovers, they were playing raunchy, in-lust lovers. The San Francisco Chronicle described the event as Madonna "dressed like a dominatrix bridegroom...french-kissing both Aguilera and Spears like a she-dog marking her territory." When asked, "What does it feel like to be kissed by Madonna?" Spears responded that "this is something I've dreamt about since I was a little girl. I cannot believe this just like freakin' happened. I am on a major high right now. I feel very cool."

Britney was not the first famous female shaved head. She follows the likes of Demi Moore, who had a Kabbalist wedding with Ashton Kutcher, she had her head shaved as part of military trauma-based mind control in the film, G.I. Jane, and Natalie Portman who had her head shaved as part of the trauma-based mind control in the movie V for Vendetta based on the graphic novel by occultist Alan Moore.

Madonna made a midnight pilgrimage to a Jerusalem cemetery, holding a mystical candlelit ceremony at the grave of Kabbalist sage Rabbi Yehuda Ashlag

So affected by her faith in Kabbalah, Madonna felt she must change her name to go with her belief. She has adopted the Hebrew name of Esther. Do you remember the name of Britney's hair salon?

Esther was a Jewish girl who lived with her uncle Mordecai (who adopted the orphaned girl). Esther is derived from Ishtar (Estar), Akkadian for the Evening Star. The Book of Daniel provides accounts of Jews in exile being assigned names relating to Babylonian gods and "Mordecai" is understood to mean servant of Marduk.

The Order of the Eastern Star is the largest fraternal organization in the world that both men and women can join. It was established in 1850 by Robert Morris, a lawyer and educator from Boston, Massachusetts who had been an official with the Freemasons. The emblem of the Order is a five-pointed star. Each of the woman had a place on the star, the downward-pointing, white ray points to the West. This is the place of Esther.

* Adah (Jephthah's daughter, from Judges)
* Ruth, the widow
* Esther, the wife
* Martha (sister of Lazarus, from the Gospel of John)
* Electa (the "elect lady", from II John), the mother

Esther can also be understood to mean "hidden" in Hebrew. Esther is most likely related to the Median word for myrtle, astra.

In his work, The Illuminati Formula Used To Create An Undetectable Total Mind Controlled Slave under the section titled Trauma. Fritz Springmeier says that many Illuminati mind-controlled victims remember a special ritual torture device that is
Springmeier goes on to state that Zsa Zsa Gabor, Jayne Mansfield, and Marilyn Monroe, who were girlfriends of Anton LaVey (Head of the Church of Satan) and President Kennedy, were Presidential Model mind-controlled sex slaves. Jayne Mansfield was high priestess in the Church of Satan. Anna Nicole wanted to be like Marilyn. Prince Frederick von Anhalt said, "She wanted to be a princess."

Princess Diana and Playmate Marilyn Monroe both were born on the first of the month and died at the age of 36 in August. They both married on the 29th of the month to men twelve years older. Marilyn called herself the Queen of Diamonds and Diana the Queen of Hearts.

Semiramis (Ishtar) was called the Queen of Heaven (also Rhea), the Virgin Mother of the Gods, and sometimes known as Great Mother Earth. She was also worshipped under the name Astarte 'the woman who made the towers'.

There's no doubt that Crowley had a huge effect on our music industry. All of the people discussed in this article are admitted kabbalists; Jimmy Page lived in Crowley's house on the Loch Ness and has the largest collection of the beast's works. Crowley shows up on the Beatles' Sgt. Pepper album and the Scarlet woman is at the bottom. The Rolling Stones play on Occultist/intelligence agent, Ian Fleming's 007 when they announce they are "On Her Majesties Satanic Service." Madonna was the first to step forth and boldly claim she is practicing Kabbalah. Of course, now the name Madonna is equated with a whore Lilith, Thelema, Ishtar.

Serial killer David Berkowitz, known as Son of Sam, wrote of the Satanic group, which orchestrated the killings, in a letter to a minister. He said:

"...this group contained a mixture of Satanic practices, including the teachings of Aleister Crowley and Eliphas Levi. It was blood oriented...The coven's doctrines are a blend of Druidism, teachings of the secret order of the Golden Dawn, black magic, and a host of other unlawful and obnoxious practices...

...Satanists are peculiar people. They aren't ignorant peasants or semi-literate natives. Rather, their ranks are filled with doctors, lawyers, businessmen, and basically highly responsible citizens...They are not a careless group who are apt to make mistakes. But they are secretive and bonded together by a common need and desire to mete out havoc on society. It was Aleister Crowley who said: "I want blasphemy, murder, rape, revolution, anything bad." Programmmed To Kill (http://www.davesweb.cnchost.com/books.html)

Aleister Crowley or the Beast 666 is without question, the most influential occultist of the twentieth century. The Ordo Templi Orientis (O.T.O.), a secret society formed in Germany around 1895 that claims to be a direct line of descent from the Knights Templar, became a major force in the occult world when Aleister Crowley became its leader, but his true passion was to continue where the Golden Dawn had left off. In 1906, Crowley joined George Cecil Jones in England, where they set about the task of creating a magical order they called the A:.A:. (Astron Argon or Astrum Argentium or Silver Star), and it became the primary vehicle for the transmission of Crowley's mystical and magical training system of Thelema, the scarlet Woman. Crowley was British military intelligence and a 33rd degree Freemason.

The Knights Templar and the Freemasons are so named because of their association with Solomon's temple. It is said of Solomon:

The king also desecrated the high places that were east of Jerusalem on the south of the Hill of Corruption - the ones Solomon king of Israel had built for Ashtoreth the vile goddess of the Sidonians, for Chemosh the vile god of Moab, and for Molech the detestable god of the people of Ammon. 2 Kings 23:13
British therapist, Vera Diamond, working with people subjected to Satanic and mind control abuse says, "Children say the word satan is used more frequently than any other, but other demons include Baphomet and Behemoth. Molech seems to be one particularly associated with eating babies, and one called Choronzon. These do seem to be associated with eating babies."

Automobile accidents, drug overdoses, homicides, a plane crash all have claimed the lives of Playmates. The selection of Anna Nicole Smith as a Playboy Playmate in 1992 made her a member of an exclusive sorority; Playmates who have died before their 50th birthday. The causes of Anna Nicole's and her son Daniel's deaths are still unclear.

Daniel Smith, 20, died Sept. 10 in the Bahamian hospital where his mother had given birth four days earlier. Both a private autopsy by Cyril Wecht as well as an autopsy ordered by Bahamas officials had indicated the young man died as a result of a fatal mixture of three prescription drugs. Toxicology reports now being reviewed by Bahamian law enforcement showed the drugs to be eight times the lethal dose, although the results of this review have not been released.

Anna Nicole commissioned a private autopsy from American forensic pathologist Cyril Wecht, who found antidepressants Zoloft and Lexapro, as well as methadone in Daniel's blood. Wecht, determined that substances, also in question, included Benadryl, Sudafed, and a small amount of Ambien, a prescription sleep medication. Wecht said there were trace amounts of a fourth substance. He refused to identify the substance, but said it was "nothing horrible - no venereal disease or leprosy."

Wecht stood by his earlier findings that the combination of Zoloft, methadone and Lexapro caused Daniel to suffer cardiac arrhythmia. "I have no question at all about the cause of death," he said. Coincidentally, Wynne-Hughes asked Britney why her white purse had a pink stain on it. She said she had "spilled NyQuil all over it."

American forensic pathologist Wecht has performed analysis in many high-profile cases, such as JonBenet Ramsey who, according to Wilder, was named after the Illuminati's name for the devil, JonBet. Wecht was indicted by a federal grand jury on charges that he misused his position as medical examiner of Allegheny County, Pa., for private gain. The 84-count indictment alleged he traded unclaimed cadavers for lab space for his private practice.

Michael Scott dismissed media reports that Daniel had antidepressants or other drugs in his system. "It's sheer speculation. It's irresponsible speculation, may I point out," he told reporters.

"The devastation and grief over Daniel's sudden death coupled with the sedation has been so extreme that Anna Nicole experienced memory loss of the event," attorney Scott said. The chief inspector of the Bahamas coroner's office called the death of the 20-year-old Smith "suspicious" and a formal inquiry that could lead to criminal charges was scheduled.

Police also revealed that a third person was in the hospital room at the time of Daniel's death, Howard K. Stern. Smith's estranged sister Donna Hogan told FOX News Friday that she blames Stern for Smith's death and the death of her nephew, Daniel. She also doubts that Stern is the father of Dannielynn.

"Well we're not sure who the father is," Hogan said. "I don't believe it's Stern - I don't care if he is. He is unfit to raise that child. Both family members (Anna and Daniel) are gone - it's always Howard K. Stern there. It's always his name on the drugs or something."

Howard K. Stern, is listed on Dannielynn's birth certificate.

On Thursday February 8th, a private nurse found Anna Nicole Smith unconscious in room 607 at the Seminole Hard Rock Hotel & Casino in Hollywood, Fla. and called 911. A bodyguard performed CPR, but Smith was declared dead at a hospital. It is curious that the nurse did not try CPR and left that duty to the body guard. The autopsy found no pills in her stomach, only a small bruise on her back.

"There were no findings that would indicate continuing drug abuse," Perper said. He called the process a "medical puzzle" and said it would take three to five weeks to conclude the investigation.

"I think she had too many drugs, just like Danny (Smith's late son)," her mother, Virgie Arthur, told ABC's "Good Morning America". "I tried to warn her about drugs and the people that she hung around with. She didn't listen."

"We found no illegal drugs, only prescription medicines" in Smith's hotel room said Seminole Police Chief Charlie Tiger. Nothing unusual was observed on hotel surveillance tapes, which are still being reviewed, and there was no evidence to suggest a crime occurred. Another curious note is why did Broward County take over the investigations?

Then the cannibals showed their true nature. In a court case that can only be described as bizarre, Vergie Arthur, Howard K.
Stern, and Larry Berkhead, along with 18 lawyers fought over Anna Nicole's remains. Judge Larry Seidlin declared Smith's corpse would stay refrigerated in the medical examiner's office until he said otherwise.

As the proceedings dragged on, police investigated a burglary report in the Bahamas at a mansion that Stern and Smith shared. Stern, who was at the mansion with the officers, claims a computer, home videos and other items were taken from the house after Smith's death.

The strangest character, by far, in this case, is the alleged thief, Mr. Ford Shelley from Myrtle Beach, and what he stole was the best evidence of mind control. The lawyer called, "Texas" brought this witness to the stand, but Shelley didn't seem to help either side. "Texas" is the lawyer working for Virgie's side (the mom) and she wants Anna buried in Texas next to Marilyn Monroe. Shelley said Anna was afraid to return to California because Billy Smith might file a paternity suit. Shelley then told of how he and Anna had become "more than friends." After looking into laws for unwed mothers in the Bahamas, Shelly picked out a house and loaned Anna the money to pay for it. The note mortgage was never filed with the American International Bank and therefore Shelley jests at "delightfully breaking into my own house" for a tape Howard K. Stern filmed in August of '06.

Anna Nicole in a toga with clown makeup scrawled bizarrely across her face.

In the words of BJ Berstein, legal analyst, Anna had a "very child-like, haunting voice."

Stern says, "Anna, Anna listen to me."

"Riley thinks you've absolutely lost your mind."

"Huh?" Anna replies.

"Riley thinks you've lost your mind."

"I didn't lose my mind."

"She thinks you have."

"I didn't."

"Is this a mushroom trip?" Stern asks.

"What do you mean?" Anna asks like a 4 year old girl.

"I'm kidding."

"What does that mean?"

"I'm kidding."

The scene then cuts to a closer shot of Anna looking like a member of the Insane Clown Posse and Stern says, "This footage is worth money."
To which the child-like voice replies, "Why? What footage?"
"This thing you're looking into."
"That's a camera."
"Exactly."

Analyst Bernstein says Anna is "clearly intoxicated". Was she? The autopsy shows no sign of drug abuse and no drugs in her stomach after death. This is a clear case of mind-control, but why show it? Who is Mr. Ford Shelley, son-in-law of G. Ben Shelley from Myrtle (remember myrtle?) Beach, South Carolina. Why was he on the stand and why did he have that tape?

When asked how he had gotten the tape, Shelley went off on a narrative to nowhere and the question was never answered. The "crazy" Judge Larry Seidlin said, "Ask another question."

The Lawyer "Houston" stated that Howard Stern had made the tape and Shelley said he knew about it because his daughter was on it and Stern wouldn't let her phone to come home. "I'll never forgive you for that." Shelley coldly said to Stern in the courtroom. This inadmissible evidence, for no one could authenticate the tape, was brought in for a reason. How it helped anyone decide where to put Anna Nicole's deteriorating body is beyond understanding. It did however show many people what a mind-controlled slave acts like. The programming begins when the child is very young. Various torture devices are administered and usually violent rape. When the mind-control victim presents its first alter personality, it will be the age the poor child was first molested. Anna Nicole was not "clearly intoxicated," she was dissociative. Shelley said, "She was fine when I dropped her off." Anna was 7 months pregnant with her daughter Dannielyn at the time. Shelley also said Anna claimed Berkhead was the father.

The actual bloodline of the infant child, Dannielynn Hope Marshall Stern, is still in question. Hungarian Habsburg Princess Sari (Zsa Zsa) Gabor's husband, Prince Frederick von Anhalt of Germany has now claimed parentage. "If you go back from September, she wasn't with one of those guys, she was with me," von Anhalt, 59, told The Associated Press in an interview. Russian historical archives confirm that Prince Frederick von Anhalt was born Robert Lichtenberg in 1943 in Berlin, but not to the German Royal House of Anhalt, but rather as a result of the experiments conducted by the Nazi Scientist German Doctor Carl Clauberg, which puts Prince Frederick in the direct bloodline of the Austrian Schicklgruber's. Schicklgruber is the actual name of Adolph Hitler. Could Dannielyn be the result of Nazi experiments to resurrect Hitler and bring about what is known as the Moonchild?
I haven’t even gotten around to pointing out that the clown make up on Anna’s face is the flag of Iran. Could it be more ritual? Hmmm. You do remember the meaning of Shock and Awe (shekinah), right?

The story moves into surreality with Britney checking into the Promises Clinic and scrawling 666 on her forehead, screaming that she is the anti-christ, and then, trying to hang herself. Imagine how you would feel had you been used against little children. Her father says that, "she is a very sick little girl" Yeah, and now they have her in a wig lip-synching concerts. Who’s the disturbed one here?

Speaking of disturbed, it was reported that Prince Frederick keeps Zsa Zsa locked in their mansion with a pad lock. I later find that Paris Hilton had a long lost storage unit filled with her child pornography and people are asking me if I think she is going to jail for losing control of Britney at such a crucial moment as the Illuminati’s ritual of sacrificing Anna; curious to say the least. CNN felt the need to do a show on Anna Nicole and mind control a month after my article was posted. The CNN story (http://transcripts.cnn.com/TRANSCRIPTS/0703/26/acd.02.html), of course, had nothing to do with Anna being mind controlled. The story actually is about Anna and then, about the Heaven’s Gate cult that committed suicide to get in the craft following Hale-Bopp. Oh, I remember it well. It seemed to me that all the holes I had pointed out were quickly being filled in by the media. All of a sudden the story changed about the nurse giving Anna CPR when it was reported that she went and got her husband, the security guard, to do the nursing, curious.

I also find that Anna had sent Britney a film asking to be friends. She thought, with them both being mommies, they should get to know one another. Can you imagine what it would be like to know that everyone on the television is a Satanist and that you were under their control. Where are you going to go? Who’s going to believe you? It turns out that Anna may have visited Body and Soul Tattoo parlor, as well, small world.

Is it all just too perfect? Here, I have been talking about the high profile rituals for a decade and it culminates with the ritual sacrifice of the goddess. Everything I had written and shown led to this story. From explaining the Y2K ritual to Madonna and Britney's kiss, it all makes too much sense but, because it is sometimes so unbelievable, we tell ourselves it isn’t true.

How oddly perfect is it then, that, Arizona Wilder says that a Rothschild was in the tunnel when Princess Diana died on the spot used to sacrifice to Diana in the ancient past. The Rothschild in the tunnel was there to receive Diana's soul, Arizona says. The more you look at this picture, the more the evidence compounds on itself. Consider that baby Dannielynn Marshall Birkhead could be a direct descendant of Hitler. This would make her a Rothschild that has received the souls of the first born and the mother.

How curious is it that when Larry had been announced the father, he had the birth certificate changed, leaving the Nazi oil baron’s name in the mix, and went down to get Dannielynn’s passport, the US Embassy closed for lunch...all day. The news casters were saying that could he just escape the Bahamas he wouldn’t have to deal with the court cases being brought against him. It seems that Virgie, the mother that wanted the body of her grandson exhumed and flown back to Texas along with Anna Nicole's body, now wanted the baby to stay in the Bahamas! Hmm. What is it about the Bahamas? And the news casters questioned, "Where does she get the money to bring these cases to court?" Where indeed. The Bahamian courts determined Virgie a nuisance and fined her $3000 for the wasting their time. The news casters at this same time questioned, "How could Sandra Bullock's stalker just pay a $2500 bail and go right back to stalking Sandra? How indeed. I noticed in the list of celebrities with stalkers a common trait: they seemed to have good hearts, and therefore can be a threat to those in power. John Lennon is a good example of one that tried to use his given power for good and was taken out by his stalker. Others on the list of being stalked were Jodie Foster, Brad Pitt, and David Letterman. Then, CNN brought out Penn of the magician duo Penn and Teller to dispute Rosie’s coming out about 911. Imagine, Penn has the largest satanic library in the world, in a hermetically sealed vault under his house! After seeing Larry King on "The Illuminati Pt 2" I noticed a trend in his guests. Let’s just say I wasn’t shocked when I saw the cast of Heroes on his show or when he had Cyril Wecht and "Texas" on to plug some holes in the Anna story.
Project Mayhem has begun. We are watching ourselves being drawn into a new mind-set of violence. Teen sport killing of the homeless, 32 shot dead at Virginia Tech, plus one for the 33rd. We know now, because of the strength of people like Cathy O’Brien and Mark Phillips, that Blacksburg is used by the brotherhood to create these devils. How is it that we remain in denial?

The Age of the Dark Hero dawned with the ritual to Horus that we know of as the Y2K celebration. It continued with the death of Superman and the rise of Hell Spawn. Batman had his back broken and was replaced by the fallen angel Azrael; a bloody avenger like Horus. This age saw the rise of "heroes" like Neo and Jack Bauer. Suddenly, cut-throat killers were all the rage. Then, there is V a hero-villain based on the philosophies of Adam Weishaupt and Aleister Crowley; teaching that trauma-based mind control is good. These movies get heralded by the truth movement as revelations to liberty. The Good Shepherd is a prime example. This movie leaves you with a sick feeling. The cinematography puts you in a dingy dried blood environment that stinks of a sanitarium and the truth movement says, "go see this movie!" They don't see our minds being polluted. They don't, yet, see the true evil of the Wizards of Atlantis. The Blockbusters of Hollywood.

Now let's go shopping!